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‘Beached’’
Peter Vincent

Featured Artist
Peter Vincent, PS
Advances in technology during the 1980s and
90s meant that many people found their work
being transformed, not always for the better.
Certainly this was true of Peter Vincent, an
award-winning freelance designer. As the sector
rapidly moved over to reliance on computers,
Peter, like many of his traditionally-trained
generation, decided it was time to quit. He
retired early, moved to a Sussex village, and
immersed himself in his hobbies, including art
and golf.
He was in for a pleasant surprise. People
began to ask if they could buy his paintings.
An exhibition was arranged at a gallery in the
nearby town of Lewes, and 23 paintings were
sold. “I was absolutely gobsmacked,” says
Peter.
Encouraged by this, he submitted work to the
Pastel Society, and was quickly elected to
membership.
Peter Vincent’s paintings are instantly
recognisable. Partly this is to do with his
personal vision. Living close to the sea, he is
fascinated by the undulating cliffs, the contrast
between shingle beaches and smooth water,
the incongruity of traces left by man, such as
deserted sheds and wartime pill boxes, and
above all by the changing light. As a graphic
artist he is very responsive to shapes in the
landscape, to straight lines and perfect
reflections. He simplifies to communicate.
But the other aspect of his work that makes a
Peter Vincent painting stand out is his unusual
technique. It is always dangerous to use the
word ‘unique’, but as far as one knows no other
artist in the Pastel Society works in the same
way.
So what is different about his approach, and
how did he come to adopt it? His first regular
Reflections upon Avon (top), Red Admiral (centre),
Church Farm (bottom). Opposite: Peter Vincent

exposure to pastels came when he was
working on a major design project in Canada.
When presenting ideas to clients, he was used
to making detailed drawings, very carefully
painted in, but one of his colleagues had a
much looser style based on the use of pastels.
It made Peter feel that his efforts were inhibited
and tight, and he took up this alternative way of
working for the rest of his career.
Producing paintings for his own artistic
satisfaction is somewhat different. As his
creative ideas have evolved, he has had to
develop the technique further. He sees
similarities in the way he works with both
watercolour painting and silkscreen printing,
and it could be argued that, visually, his

paintings have some of the characteristics of
those media.
His starting point is to make a detailed, full-size
pencil drawing of his planned picture. This is
important not just for refining his ideas and
developing the composition. The drawing plays
a vital role in the realisation of the final image,
as we shall see.
Peter then makes ‘pools’ of colour by rubbing
sticks of pastel on paper, much as a watercolour artist will mix paint and water on a
palette. He uses Conte sticks for this – they’re
classed as a hard pastel, and he finds it easier
to make corrections using this material than is

the case with softer, more indelible pastels.
However, as the painting develops, he may use
soft pastels such as Unison or Daler Rowney
for their richer colours.
He works on a thick white board with a fine
surface similar to ultra-white cartridge. Again,
many pastel artists prefer a coloured ground to
avoid little flecks of white showing through in
the finished painting. But that’s not a problem
for Peter, because he rubs the pastel thoroughly
into the surface, initially using kitchen roll
dipped in pastel dust, creating a ‘skid’ for
further layers of pastel.
In fact, his first action usually is to rub white
pastel dust into the white board to blend with
blue and produce the very pale sky at the
horizon, so characteristic of British seascapes.
He refers to washes of colour, much as a
watercolourist would. It may take him a morning
to achieve the graduated wash of the sky. As
the painting develops, he often uses fingers
and palm to achieve a greater intensity of
colour.
Peter’s technique has always required him to
mask out certain areas to give him clean edges
between the colours. However, while still
seeking to express his reactions to a scene
through abstract elements in his paintings, he
has recently begun to incorporate much more
realistic detail, which has meant returning to the
initial pencil drawing to create quite intricate
stencils. This trend in his work is very evident in
the paintings accompanying this profile.
It does raise the question of how much further
he can push the technique. In theory, it should
be possible to make the stencils quite a bit
more complicated, but that might be to fight
Peter’s natural instinct to simplify. His art is not
about complication but about essence. As he
says, “What I aim to communicate is my
dramatically graphic way of seeing things.”

President’s Letter

If only we were able to translate public acclaim for
the Annual Exhibition into bank credits our
Treasurer, Michael Norman would be a very
happy man. Sadly this is not the case. The
income from works sold failed to reach the credit
balance required. While we all rejoiced in the
marriage of the Royal Couple the closure of the
Gallery on that day combined with the extended
Easter break in all probability affected our sales.
The public response to the exhibition as already
indicated was very complimentary, applauding the
`richness’ generated by the diversity of styles and
techniques which the pastel medium encourages.
Next year the Exhibition will be held in mid
February 2012, avoiding Easter interruptions!
Picking up on my request in past Newsletters to
our Friends and Members to act as talent scouts
encouraging talented artists in their area to submit
work to the Annual Exhibition it is gratifying that
an artist, identified last year by one of our Friends,
had one of his drawings selected for the
exhibition, congratulations ! I renew this request
with a special emphasis being placed on younger
artists. The FBA define `young artist’ as below the
age of 35. It is satisfying that two `young’ artists
exhibiting with the Society for the first time
received awards for their impressive drawings. It
is also with considerable pleasure I welcome two
newly elected members, Matthew Draper and
Sheila Goodman, into the Society. Congratulations
to both.

Pure Gold at Mall Galleries
The Federation of British Artists is an
umbrella organisation for a number of major
arts bodies, including the Pastel Society.
In February it celebrated its 50th anniversary,
with an exhibition, Pure Gold, at the Mall
Galleries which included work by several PS
Members. In the photo (right) PS President
John Ivor Stewart talks to HRH Princess
Alexandra at a Pure Gold reception.

Many of you will now be aware that Bob Last
stood down at the AGM as our Vice President.
Bob’s contribution has permeated the Society’s
organisation for years. From the flyers and
posters you receive, designing the catalogue
covers and invitations, the door panels and much,
much more, all are identified with the man. His
sense of `rightness’ combined with a genuine
concern for people is reflected in a generosity
which impacts on everything he does. The help
and kindness which, as Vice President he has
show to me over the past two years was
unconditional. I thank Bob personally and on
behalf of the Society for his remarkable
contribution. My thanks also to Roger Dellar who
now takes on this role.
A reminder to all that Ann Wilkinson, our Friend’s
Secretary is organising another adventure, this
time to Kew Gardens on Tuesday, 6 September,
2011. We are hoping for a large turnout. If the day
is as rewarding as the recent V&A visit it will be
something to look forward to.
Finally a reminder that this year we are organising
workshops at Froyle, Hampshire in August,
replacing those held previously at Farnham,
Surrey. Several of the workshops are almost fully
booked already. Please contact Norma
Stephenson if you wish to enrol.
John Ivor Stewart

Ken Draper RA becomes Honorary Member

The Council of the Pastel Society is delighted to
announce that Royal Academician Ken Draper
has accepted an invitation to become an
Honorary Member of the Society.
Ken was born near Sheffield in 1944, and now
lives and works in Menorca. He trained initially as
a painter, first at Chesterfield College of Art, and
then Kingston School of Art. However, he then
went on to spend three years at the Sculpture
Schools of the Royal College of Art, and it was as
a sculptor that he was elected to the Royal
Academy in 1991.
“My work always creates a dialogue between
sculpture, painting and drawing,” he says. “The
explosions in my new work on paper respond to
the piercing beauty and ravaged landscape of my
home on Menorca.”
In New Worlds in a Menorcan Landscape, a
lengthy essay reprinted on the RA website, Judith
Bumpus points to a marked change in his
approach since recovering from illness in 2004.
It led to him doing less direct sketching of the
landscape, preferring instead to examine familar
locations with great intensity. Thus his work
became less about specific places and more
about his total experience of Menorca and his
emotional response.

“If you’re an artist of place and the feelings about
that place, then those feelings are also being
created when you’re making a work of art,” he told
her. “I don’t want to make a construction or a
drawing that reminds the viewer of a place. I want
it to be the place. The event is in the picture.”
In his efforts to grasp the totality of his experience
he feels the need to work across the media of
sculpture, painting and drawing in an integrated,
non-hierarchical way. In colouring his
constructions, Judith Bumpus points out, he has
devised a method of layering powdered pigments,
yet another way of exploiting the versatility of
pastels. “The soft luminosity, which he finds
impossible to realise with oil paint, is remarkable,”
she adds. “The techniques used in his threedimensional work owe much to his practice of
pastel drawing, giving the veils of colour a
spectacular translucency…”
Ken has exhibited widely in the UK, Europe and
the US. His work is to be found in a number of
important collections, including the Arts Council of
Great Britain, the Arts Council of Wales, the
Ashmoleum Museum, Oxford, the Fitzwilliam
Museum and Art Gallery, Cambridge, and the
Courtauld Institute, London. See also page 12.

Obituaries - Norman Battershill and Valerie Conway
The Pastel Society is saddened to report the
passing away of two long-standing Members,
Norman Battershill and Valerie Conway.
Norman was born in 1922 and studied at the
Twickenham College of Art. He was an
accomplished landscape painter in the classical
manner, and was the author of a number of
books, including Draw Trees, Draw Seascapes,
Draw Landscapes and Drawing for Pleasure.
Although active in other media, especially oils –
he was also a member of the Royal Institute of Oil
Painters – Norman exhibited regularly with the
Pastel Society up until 2005.

Valerie Conway last showed at the annual
exhibition in 2008. People were her main subject,
and she simplified the images, instilling almost a
feeling of stained glass. Colour and richness of
texture were of primary concern to her, and this
may have been a reaction against her student
days. Recalling her time at the Slade immediately
after the war in the Newsletter (no. 16) she said
that all the walls were painted battleship grey, and
she never got over that sense of greyness.
Paintings by Valerie are included in a number of
important collections, including those of the House
of Lords, the Imperial War Museum, and IBM.

Triumphant display of talent at Mall Galleries

Colour 2011, the Pastel Society’s 112th annual
exhibition, was a major success, particularly in
terms of the quality of work on view. It was staged
at the Mall Galleries in central London from
Tuesday, 19 April (Private View) to Sunday,
1 May, with more than 260 works by both
Members and non-Members on show. The fact
that it coincided with the Royal Wedding of Prince
William and Catherine Middleton on 29 April
meant the loss of a day, although the celebrations
added to the atmosphere, and probably helped
attract more casual visitors.
The exhibition was opened by Patrick van der
Vorst, a former director of Sotheby’s, and founder
of valuemystuff.com, who pointed out that art created today had an historical as well as aesthetic
value, as it held up a mirror to our times.
Introducing Mr van der Vorst, the Pastel Society
President, John Ivor Stewart, emphasised the
Society’s strategies, which include attracting

submissions from all parts of the UK, and
encouraging artists willing to take risks with their
art.
Mr van der Vorst was presented with an original
painting by the President, as well as a copy of the
Society’s centenary book.

Retiring Vice-President Bob Last receives the Patricia
Petterson award from Patrick van der Vorst.

A good selection of Members’ paintings from the
exhibition is on view at the Society’s website,
www.thepastelsociety.org.uk. And while, of course,
the paintings were the main attraction, this was,
as always, a celebration of pastels, with a full
programme of workshops, demonstrations and
social events.
Having been known for many years as Pastels
Today, the show was rebranded Colour2011 this
year to emphasise the vitality of the medium. At
the same time, publicity about the Society has
emphasised that it promotes all dry media,
including charcoal and pencil as well as pastels.
This may explain the increase in monochrome
works of a very high standard on display. Among
them was a strong figure drawing incorporating
collage techniques by Alison Lambert, an
internationally recognised artist who was specially
invited to participate in this year’s show.
Roger Dellar PS is a very versatile artist, probably
best known for city views. For this year’s
exhibition, however, he submitted a group of five
paintings of chefs at work, winning The Arts Club
award, the Anthony J. Lester award and the
Unison award.
Other prize winners were Chris Clements, a
non-Member (Buzzacot award), Roy Wright
(Daler-Rowney award), Sarah Bee (Frank Herring
& Sons award), Maureen Davies, a non-Member
(John Longley award), Bob Last (Patricia
Patterson award), Brian Gallagher (Purcell Papers
award), Rosa Roberts, a non-Member (The
Ranelagh Press award), Cheryl Culver (Brian
Sinfield Gallery award), and Eiko Yoshimoto
(Schmincke award).

Roy Wright (above) demonstrates his charcoal drawing
skills, while below John Culver has his portrait drawn by
Victor Ambrus – John’s prize in the Friends’ Evening
raffle. Music at the Friends’ Evening (below, left) was by
the Sarah Ellen Hughes Duo; note Roger Dellar,
second left, sketching.

Framing Insights
By Cheryl Culver RBA PS

Pastel artists’ creations can be a framer’s nightmare - messy, dusty pieces of paper which leave
a trail of debris on the work surface, on the ruler
and on every single mount board sample do not
make for popularity, especially when the next
customer has a pure white linen embroidery to be
framed.
Ways to avoid the framer’s wrath include:
• Placing your work in a folder which will open up
and act a temporary surface, thus protecting the
framer’s customer area. This can also be left with
the framer to ensure safe storage of your work.
(Two sheets of mount board hinged will do.)
• Have the frame and mount cut to size and
assemble the work yourself. This will avoid
carrying the unframed work and leaving pastel
dust at the framers.
• Take on the whole framing process at home.

(See The Artist magazine articles, September,
October and November 2010)
Pastel paintings come in great variety. Some are
really watercolours in disguise, some are delicate
and fine like bone china, some are textured and
grainy, almost the cave paintings of the 21st
Century. The dry medium of pastel has many
faces but whatever the technique all works have
to be glazed and all need some kind of ‘spacer’
between the art work and the glass.
To generalise a little, it could be said that fine
work on paper – such as the works by Victor
Ambrus and Peter Vincnet above - can happily be
framed with a mount. The amount of ‘shedding’ is
negligible and the paper surface is more suited to
hanging in a mount. Having said this, fine work on
a more rigid surface can be framed equally as
well ‘close framed’ without a mount and the use of
a ‘spacer’ to keep the glass away from the work.

Diagram 1

‘Back from a Long Walk’, Victor Ambrus (top left),
‘Halo’, Peter Vincent (above), ‘Stream Cuts Through
The Peat’, Cheryl Culver

On the subject of glass, you may have noticed
that some of the work at the exhibition appeared
to have little or no reflection and yet retained all
the vibrancy of colour associated with standard
clear glass. No fuzzy, flat images - just an initial
feeling that the work is not glazed at all. This new
type of glass is ‘anti-reflective’, which is not to be
confused with the old fashioned ‘non-reflective’.
Specialist glass has moved from being the
province of museums and serious conservationists
to the gallery and the domestic market.

Heavily worked but heavily ‘fixed’ work on paper
can be framed with a mount but even heavily
‘fixed’ work can shed. If the use of a mount is
more visually suitable for your work, a space can
be created between the art work and the underside of the mount with foam core or mount board.
This allows any dust to drop down and disappear.
This technique is not fool proof, and there is a
slight shadow effect cased by the mount being set
away from the work (Diagram 1).
Heavily worked pastel on a grainy surface, such
as my own painting, above, survives the ‘handling
process’ far more efficiently if it is ‘close framed’
with a ‘spacer’. This method also facilitates the
‘home assembly’ method, being easier for the
artist DIY framer to manage. The artist can have
frames, spacers and glass supplied by a
professional framer, custom made, and the work
can then be assembled at home (Diagram 2).

Diagram 2

Our local picture framing wholesaler, Wessex
Pictures, has even produced a 48 page booklet
explaining the technical complexities and product
benefits of the range of specialist glass they sell. I
have used ArtGlass by GroGlass and Mirogard by
Schott and both are very impressive. There is no
difference in the price but the Mirogard does show
a deeper green direct light reflection.
To give a price example, a piece of ArtGlass
measuring 500mm x 500mm cut to size costs
approximately £26.50 including VAT (trade price).
This is not a cheap option, but it could be a
beneficial one. Galleries can be unenthusiastic
about glazed work because of the problems of
reflection and purchasers with light airy houses
often have difficulties finding just the right spot to
hang their purchase.
At the 2011 exhibition I noticed that Matthew
Draper (see page 12) was using Mirogard glass,
while I used ArtGlass. I think the trend for
professional painters to use anti-reflective glass
is growing. Hopefully, as the market opens up the
price will come down.
It is important to mention UV Filter glass or
Museum Glass. Both Mirogard and ArtGlass come
with UV filtering. This is more expensive than the
standard ‘anti-reflective’ but is essential for work
of value or irreplaceable personal images.

Pastel artists take to the road

A major exhibition of work by Members of the
Pastel Society is being staged this month (July)
by Thompson’s Gallery in Aldeburgh, Suffolk. This
is a large gallery, with exhibition space on two
floors. The show opens on 2 July and runs until
31 July.
At the time of going to press, 22 artists had said
they would participate, including many of the
Society’s best-known artists. There is not space to
list everyone, but it is worth mentioning that this is
home territory for East Anglian artist John Tookey,
and also for Angela A’Court. Angela has moved to
New York with her husband, but the family has a
holiday home in Suffolk.
The Aldeburgh exhibition follows another at
Gallery le Fort, Bath, which ran from 13 May to 10
June and featured 13 Members of the Society.
This was a return visit, after a very successful
exhibition at the gallery last year.

in Cork Street, London, this autumn. It features
portraits of well-known literary figures, including
Harold Pinter, Tom Stoppard, Sebastian Faulks
and Margaret Drabble. The private view is on 26
October.
Cheryl Culver will be demonstrating at the
Patchings Art Festival, Nottingham, this month
and will be featured artist at the SCA Gallery,
Shropshire, in October.
As a participant in the Lewes (Sussex) Artwave
Festival, Peter Vincent will be holding Open
Studio days at his home in Newick over the first
two weekends in September (3-4 and 10-11),
when he will also be displaying work by fellow
Pastel Society Member, Pauline Clough.
Jenny Halstead is teaching this year at Chateau
L’age Baston in France, 4-18 August, and also
with Kevin Scully in Essaouira, Morocco, 28
September – 5 October.

Zsuzsi Roboz has a solo exhibition at Messum’s,

Officers of the Pastel Society
President, John Ivor Stewart, ADAE, FSBA
Vice-President, Roger Dellar RI, ROI
Honorary Treasurer, Michael Norman
Honorary Secretary, Cheryl Culver RBA
Exhibition Secretary, Peter Vincent
Membership Secretary, Glenys Ambrus ARCA
Archivist, Felicity House
Friends Secretary, Ann Wilkinson
Trustee, Moira Huntly RWA, RI, RSMA, PPPS
AGBI Steward, Jenny Halstead

Key contacts
The Friends Secretary is Ann Wilkinson (tel. 01737
764271)
Contributions to the Newsletter should be sent to the
editor, Ken Gofton, 30 St Bernards Road, Tonbridge
TN10 3NL, tel 01732 364272. Email:
ken.gofton@dsl.pipex.com
Bookings for all Pastel Society workshops are handled
by Norma Stephenson, Jack Beck House, Keasden,
Clapham via Lancaster LA2 8EY (tel 01524 251670,
email norma.stephenson@btinternet.com)

Council Members
Victor Ambrus RE, ARCA
Brian Gallagher
Bob Last*
Brian Plummer
Antony Williams RP, NEAC
Roy Wright

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution
Jenny Halstead has succeeded Susan Relph as the
Pastel Society’s AGBI steward. She can be contacted
at 85 Christchurch Road, Reading, RG2 7BD.

*In appreciation of his services as Vice-President, Bob
Last was presented with cheques from the Council and
the Members at the June Council meeting.
New Friends Welcomed
The Pastel Society extends a very warm welcome to
the following new Friends: Mrs Margaret Tobey, Mrs
Gisele Hibberd-Pellegini, Mrs Janet Addison, Mrs
Margaret Clayton, Mrs Vivian Manthel-French.

The Society’s Centenary Book
Copies are still available of the Pastel Society’s
Centenary Book, Pastel Painting and Drawing. In
addition to providing an interesting brief history of the
Society, it contains a fabulous collection of works in
pastel and other dry media from throughout the 20th
century.
To receive a copy, please send a cheque made out to
The Pastel Society for £19.95 (Friends’ discount price
£16, including p&p) to Michael Norman, 1 Claredale
Road, Exmouth, Devon EX8 2EE.

Workshops this summer

Many of the leading Members of the Pastel
Society are very generous in passing on their
knowledge to less experienced artists.
As part of this education programme, the Society
is staging a week-long programme of workshops
at Froyle, near Alton in North-east Hampshire in
August. Froyle is a pretty village close to the A31
from Guildford to Winchester.
Roger Dellar, who won more prizes than anyone
else at this year’s Pastel Society exhibition with a
set of paintings of chefs at work, has ‘People in
Pictures’, as his subject on 8 August. He will be
followed by John Tookey on ‘Pastel Landscape’,
on 9 August; Glenys Ambrus, ‘Pastel Paint your
Garden’, 10 August; Claire Spencer, ‘Still Life’, 11
August; and Sue Relph ‘The Total Life Experience
– with Abstract Considerations’, 13 August.
The fees are £45 per day (£40 for Friends), or
£40 per day (£35 for Friends) if booking two or
more.
This programme follows the successful workshops
held in tandem with the annual exhibition, when
the tutors were Ken Paine, Jenny Halstead, John
Tookey, Glenys and Victor Ambrus, and Ann
Wilkinson (see photographs, right).

Friends’ Day at the Victoria
and Albert
Twelve Friends – one of whom had travelled all
the way from Manchester for the occasion –
participated in the most recent Friends’ Outing,
at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum on 30
March.
“It turned out to be an inspirational day, and a
hard act to follow,” says the Friends Secretary,
Ann Wilkinson. “With John Ivor Stewart, John
Tookey, Roger Dellar and myself on hand to give
advice, the Friends enjoyed their day among the
ceramics and sculptures, producing some very
interesting and imaginative work.
“I would highly recommend the V&A as an artists’
venue. All the galleries have stools, the staff are
friendly, and on the whole it’s possible to work
without being disturbed.”
For details of the next outing, to Kew, see insert.

Ken Paine (above) led a Portrait and Body
Language workshop at this year’s annual exhibition. A view (below) of Ann Wilkinson’s workshop
on Still Life on a Textured Ground

Pastel Society welcomes new Members

‘Cathedral’ by Ken Draper RA (left), ‘Evening
Lake’ by Sheila Goodman (above), ‘Cascade’, by
Matthew Draper (below).
Matthew Draper and Sheila Goodman were elected to Membership of the Pastel Society at the
Society’s annual general meeting in May, and Ken
Draper RA has accepted an invitation to become
an Honorary Member.

Born in Staffordshire, Matthew Draper is now
based in Edinburgh. He studied at Walsall College
of Art, and subsequently at Falmouth College of
Art, where he became fascinated by the rainlashed and foggy Cornish coast in winter.

From his Menorca home, Ken Draper writes:
“I was thrilled to hear I had been elected as an
Honorary Member of the Pastel Society. To be
part of an organisation which stretches back over
100 years and has shown such artists as Degas,
Rodin and Watts is an honour indeed.

He captures these scenes, and also misty
cityscapes, with a technique he likens to action
painting. As the work progresses, he erodes the
surface with sandpaper and sponges, but also
builds the layers, including collecting pastel dust
from the floor and throwing it at the painting.

“The exhibition at the Mall Galleries each year
demonstrates the work by artists whose scope
and range of invention with this magical medium
is extraordinary. I look forward to exhibiting with
the Society and helping promote its ideals in any
way I can.”

Living on the Hampshire Dorset border, with
coastline on the one hand and water meadows on
the other, Sheila Goodman is well placed to
indulge her love of water and landscape. Having
said that, she notes that a recent trip to Venice
has given her much to think about, and her next
big project is likely to include buildings.
She trained originally as a graphic artist. There is
an element of abstraction in her work, stemming
from her need to simplify what she sees, while
communicating her love of colour and shapes.
Sheila is also a member of the Society of Women
Artists.

Don’t forget to visit our website at www.thepastelsociety.org.uk
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